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ENTERPRISE 3 

Units 1,3&4 

Vocabulary 

Choose the correct answers : 

1) John is a --------- boy . 

 a) curly hair        b) haired curly       c)curly-haired d)curly hair 

2) Susan wears glasses------------metal frames. 

a) by                    b)in    c)of                    d)with 

3) Don't believe what he says; he's ---------------- 

 a)dishonest  b)irresponsible      c)immoral           d)illegal 

4) He enjoys -------------- new people. 

 a) meeting  b)meets                 c) to meeting      d) to meet  

5) The eyes are the window of the ------------- 

a) soil                b)sail                      c)sale                  d)soul 

6) Ahmed is -------------and does not change his mind. 

a) shy                 b)stubborn    c)sensitive          d)positive 

7) ------------ people are those who don't like sharing things or spending 

money . 

 a) Self-centered      b)Energetic       c)Mean               d)Decisive 

8) ----------people are those who make decisions quickly. 

 a)Energetic            b)Ambitious       c)Decisive             d)Shy 

9) Although they are twins, their --------------- are quite different. 

a)equality               b)quantity           c)characters          d)buildings 

10)She is very -------------- with strangers – she can't overcome this habit. 

a) shame                b)ashamed          c)shy                   d)shameful 
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11) The ------------- of a person's lips can say a lot about them. 

a) shape   b)form                c)formation            d)formula 

12) Suzy has got lips with down ---------corners. This means she is 

generous. 

a) turn                   b)turned             c)turning                d)turns 

13) A 15-------------old boy won the prize. 

  a)-years                 b)-year                c)-year's                   d)years' 

14) You must go on a diet so as not to ---------weight. 

a)win                   b)lose                 c) earn                   d)gain 

15) Her lifestyle is ------------simple. 

a) quite  b) quit                  c) quiet              d) quietly 

16) Many tourists comes to Egypt to ………….some sightseeing .  

a) have   b) go            c) make         d) do 

17)I feel ………….. when I watch action movies. 

a) depressed b)thrilled            c) furious            d) annoyed  

18) Travel --------the mind. 

a) broken  b) breaks            c) broadens d) a broad      

19) All work and no play makes Jack a ……………. boy. 

a) good     b) bad                  c) dull                d) lazy 

20)Somebody has  ……………. my camera . 

a) stolen   b) robbed            c) explored         d) appeared 

21) We're staying at a………………. hotel . 

a) friendly   b) quite                c) delicious         d) fabulous 

22) It's very hot ,let's …………….. for a walk . 

a) do                               b) go      c) take                d) have 
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23)She went to the market to …………… some shopping . 

a) do                            b)go                    c) take                  d) have 

24) We enjoyed the ……………. view  from the Eiffel Tower . 

a) colored                       b ) wonderful       c)adventured    d) miserable 

25) He was very poor and led a …………… life. 

a) calm    b) relaxed             c) delightful        d) miserable 

26)We must ……the brakes of the car before we set out on our journey. 

a)try    b)run                      c)taste             d)test 

27)The boy tried to …………… sweets from the corner shop . 

a)rob          b)borrow                c)lend              d)steal 

28)After dinner , I always have a piece of chocolate cake for …………….                            

a)sweet                          b)dessert         c)desert          d)candy 

29)My brother likes driving in ……………. streets . 

a)coward   b)crowd                   c)cloudy       d)crowded 

30)The weather changed …………… the second day of our holiday. 

a)in    b)on                         c)at          d)of 
Rewrite the following sentences going the same meaning  
1) Good mothers take care for their children. They are patient. ( as well ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

2) He is a man with black hair.                                 (haired ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3) He can take decisions very quickly.                    ( decisive ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

4) Timmy is a man with one leg.                            (one-legged) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5) He eats too much, so he will be very fat.   ( put on weight ) 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer; 

1( I have been at this school since I …………… to Cairo. 

 a) have come  b)came  c)am coming d)was coming 

2) Where is Ahmed? -He………………….an e-mail. 

 a) typed   b)is typing  c)have typed d)typing 

3) Mona……………..sleeps early. 

 a) isn’t    b)doesn’t  c)never  d)hasn’t 

4) Ali and Hani …………water sports. 

 a) like    b)likes          c)am liking d)liked 

5) I ……………………..my grandparents. 

a)visit rarely    b)rarely visit c)visit often d)visit never 

6) She …………a letter at the moment. 

 a) is writing               b)writes              c)wrote            d)has written 

7) …………… breakfast every morning?                           

 a) Are you having              b) Had you had           

 c) Have you had              d) Do you have 

8) Listen ! He………………………                                     

a) sing    b)singing             c)is singing d)has sung  

9) It -------in winter. 

a)rain                        b)rains   c)raining            d) is raining  

10) My cousin -------for an international company. 

a) work    b)working            c)works     d) is working 

11) A: What……………?                              B: She's a doctor. 

a) she's doing        b) does she do    c) she does     d) is she doing 
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12). What…………… tomorrow, Ahmed? 

     a) are you doing b) do you do        c) you do         d) you're doing 

13)He's playing in a competition…………… . 

     a) next week  b) at weekends    c) everyday      d) on Fridays 

14) Maha and Mahi…………… like going to the cinema at weekends. 

a) aren't            b) doesn't             c) don't        d) isn't 

15) My dad usually……………in dark colours.  

a) dresses  b) dressing           c) dress           d)  is dressing  

16) Noha hasn’t finished her homework………………… 

a)already  b)just   c)yet   d)ever 

17) This is the most exciting film I have…………seen. 

a)ever   b)never    c)just   d)already 

18) I have been studying English………………….I was young. 

a)for   b)since   c)already        d)just 

19) Have you……ridden a horse? 

a)ever   b)never   c)just    d)already 

20)While I was reading, my mother……………… 

a)cooks   b)is cooking   

c)was cooking       d)had cooked 

21)…………done my homework, I went to bed. 

a)Had    b)Having  c)After  d)Before 

22)…………..lunch, the phone rang. 

a)While   b)When  c)As   d)During 

23)They haven't seen each other ………….. they left school. 

 a)after    b)since  c)for                d)before 
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24) I haven't been to New York…………… three years . 

 a)since    b)for   c)before  d)yet 

25)I've …………… tidied my bedroom.                                  

 a)yet    b)since                c)already   d)ago 

26) My sister has ………….. seen horror films . She can't stand them. 

 a)ever    b)never     c)yet                 d)still 

27)It's the first time I …………… such a bird. 

 a)have been seeing      b) saw                 

 c) have seen           d) see 

28) Look! Someone ……………… that window. 

 a) have broken          b ) has been broking   

 c )has broken                   d) hasn't broken 

29) My mother is making sandwiches. She …………bread all morning. 

 a) has cut                  b) has been cutting       

 c) hasn't cut            d ) was cut  

30)I ……………… my friend for ages. 

 a) didn't see                b) haven't seen          

 c) haven't been seeing      d ) am not seeing 

31) She has never ……………… to school by scooter before. 

a) come                       b) been coming     

c) came            d) coming    

32) The forest fire ……….for three weeks now. We need a lot of rain to put 

them out. 

  a)has burnt                    b ) have burnt            

 c)have been burning   d) has been burning 
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33) We ……………… Susan for years. 

 a)'ve been known          b) know                       

c) 've known                d) knew 

34) Ouch! I …………… my finger. 

 a)'ve cut                     b) have been cutting       

c)will cut                    d) don't cut 

35) Hisham ………… in a band since 2001. 

  a)is playing                b) has been playing          

c) was playing           d) plays 

36) I ……………… my aunt six times this year. 

  a)have visited   b) have been visiting      

c) was visiting           d) visit 

37) Are they not there yet? They ……………… for hours. 

a) walked    b)have been walking                

c)have walked             d)were walking 

38) Shakespeare …………. a lot of plays. 

a) writes    b) is writing                       

c) wrote    d)has written 

39) It was ……………a nice dress that I decided to buy it. 

a) so                   b)such                   c)no           d) too 

40) ……….French language is fascinating. 

      a) no article         b)a                         c)The     d)an 

41)They were such………….people that we all felt sorry to see them go. 

a)friends                 b)friend                   c) friendly     d)friendship 
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42)..................River Thames runs through London. 

 a)A   b)No article  c)The d)An 

43)I went to..............hospital last week to visit my uncle. 

 a)a   b)an    c)the  d)no article 

44)Does your name start with...........’F’? 

 a)the   b)an    c)a  d)no article 

45)I always listen to............radio while driving. 

 a)the   b)an    a)a  d)no article 

Rewrite the following sentences giving the same meaning: 

1. I hate wearing suits.                                                   (like) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Shaimaa never dresses in dark clothes.                    (doesn't) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. Amal doesn't like to make her bed.                          (stand) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. A mechanic usually wears overalls to keep clean.           ( habit ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. What is Adel's job?                                                          (does) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. Kareem is never on time for work.                                   (always) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. He began writing a story six months ago, and he hasn't finished it. (for)  

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. Soha last ate fish when she was in Port Said.       (Soha hasn't…)  

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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9. Ali lives in Alexandria. He moved there eight years ago.       (for) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. He started playing tennis at 5 o'clock, and he is still playing it.  (since) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

11. It's the first time I've ever eaten fish.                      (I've never….) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

12. She started to watch TV two hours ago, and she is still watching it. (for) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

13. I know Sami. I met her when I started primary school.  (since) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

14. I last swam in the sea when I was in Alexandria.          (since) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

15. It's long time since she read the paper.                        (for) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

16.Mazen is still decorating the flat.     ( yet ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

17. My father came a moment ago.     ( just ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

18. Maher does not sleep early.      ( never ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

19. I last saw my grandfather a week ago.    ( for) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

20. I have been in this flat for six years.    ( ago ) 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

21. Nabil has lived in Maadi for 6 years.    ( since ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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22. While I was drinking tea, the phone rang.   ( when ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

23. I fell asleep while I was watching the match.   ( during) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

24. It is his habit to drink tea in the evening.   ( usually) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

25. Nada has been at this school since 2007.   ( for ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

26. I last played volleyball a month ago.    ( for ) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

27. My team won two matches.                                ( so far) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

28. I can help you mum. I finished all my homework.             (just) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

29. I told the police that I wasn't there when the accident happened.(while) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

30. During climbing the mountain, I encountered a strange animal.   (when) 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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NOVEL 

Jane Eyre 

From chapter 1 to 3 

1) Questions with model answers: 

1.John was a source of troubles for Jane at her aunt’s house. 

Explain. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-“You should be out on the streets, not living with a gentleman’s 

children like us,” These words reflect a kind of oppression that 

Jane suffered in her life. Illustrate. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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3-What was the effect of the red room on Jane when her aunt 

ordered her to be locked in it? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-“Unjust, Unjust. ”Comment. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- Sometimes the people around you succeed in convincing you 

that you are wicked although you aren’t. Illustrate referring to Jane 

Eyre. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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6- “Stop this repulsive nonsense.” Comment referring to the 

character of the speaker. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

7- “Even for me the sun sometimes shine.” Comment. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

8- Strangers were so sensible to Jane more than her relatives. 

Explain. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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9- In her young age, Jane knew that people sometimes said things 

and did another. Comment. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

10-Charlotte Bronte wanted to attract our attention towards the 

ways boarding schools had to treat children mentally and 

physiologically. Illustrate. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

11-“I have come to see you Helen,” comment referring to a part of 

the speaker’s character. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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12- “Let me look at you, Jane well. You have become quite a lady” 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

   13- Why did Jane want to be a governess? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

    14- Describe Thorn field. Is it a cosy place? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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     15- There was a social development of Jane’s life in this chapter.  

             Discuss 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

   16- “Help me back on my horse” Comment 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Poetry 
Sonnet 18 

                                              By: William Shakespeare 
1. Give a brief account of William Shakespeare. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. What is a sonnet? 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. What is the Shakespearian sonnet? 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. How is the Shakespearian sonnet different from the Italian sonnet? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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5. What is the theme of the first quatrain? Paraphrase it? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

6- What is the theme of the second quatrain? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

8-.What is the function of the couplet? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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9-What is the theme of the couplet? Paraphrase it. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

10- What is the meter of the poem? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

11- In this poem Shakespeare says that: poetry defeats time & death. 

Illustrate! 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

12- What are the sound devices in this poem? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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13- Where is the main idea focused in sonnet18 and how is it 

developed? 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

14-Quote the lines from sonnet 18 that show the negative points that 
made the poet reject the idea of comparing his beloved to the 
summer's day and comment on them. 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

15- What are the figures of speech in sonnet 18? 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

16-What's an octet, a sestet, a quatrain and a couplet? 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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A.L Model Exam 

(A) Vocabulary and structure 

1. Choose the correct answers from a , b , c or d:  

1- Tom is a ………. person as once he decides to do something nothing can stop him. 

a. reserved   b. self- centered   c. arrogant   d. determined 

2- I ………… a wonderful time here with my grandfather.  

a. having   b. have    c. am having  d. has  

3- The children ………. cartoons when father came. 

a. have watched b. watched    c. were watching d. watch 

4- I'm looking for a restaurant where ………. food are served.  

a. traditional  b. traditions  c. trendy   d. traditionally  

5- What ……………..? you look very tired.  

a. have you been doing    b. are you doing    c. do you do  d. have you done 

6- We  can use ………. cars in hilly and steep areas.  

a. flying   b. cable    c. electric   d. gas  

7- Do you consider ……. Eifel tower one of the wonders? 

a. a     b. no article    c. the   d. an  

8- We visited a(n) ………. temple that was built thousands of years ago.  

a. modern   b. traditional   c. ancient   d. new  

9- Where has John ………? I can't see you. 

a. go to    b. been to    c. went to   d. gone to  

10- I have been working on this project …….. the beginning of this year.  

a. for    b. since    c. when   d. where 

 

2. Fill in the spaces:  

 

 

1. Ali ………… an old friend yesterday. 

2. He is interested in making new friends as he is …………. . 

3. I can't believe the ……….. story she told.  

4. The hunted house is the most popular ……….. at the funfair. 

5. Perhaps, her ………… is the biggest problem she faces.  

 

outgoing – incredible- attraction- came into- Shyness – ran into    
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3. Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s)between the brackets giving the 

same meaning: 

 

1. The last time we went to the theatre was weeks ago.   (have)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. I'm in the habit of travelling to Alexandria every summer vocation.  (always) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. I've just finished typing my final report.      (ago) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. During his work on the project, he lost one of his fingers.   (While) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. The police chased the thieves.       (after) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(B) Reading comprehension 

 4. Read the following passage, then answer the questions:   

The pretty mermaid looked up from the golden sand and the world fell in love with her. 

The film was splash, and the mermaid was the famous actress, Daryl Hannah, who has 

also starred in such films as Roxanne and Blade Runner. 

Drayl is tall and slender. She has got long blond hair, large blue eyes and stunning 

features. Shoe looks fantastic in expensive clothes, but she prefers casual clothes which 

show off her natural beauty. Daryl's lifestyle is quite simple. When she is not working, 

her favourite activities are gardening, playing the piano and making pottery, all of which 

reveal the creative side of her character. Daryl may prefer sit in the shadows at parties, 

but when it comes to her beliefs she is not afraid to speak her mind. She has strong 

views on the environment. She believes that our modern lifestyle is destroying the 

environment. For this reason, she is currently looking for a place in the countryside 

where she can build an environmentally- friendly house. She says that she feels most 

relaxed when she is close to nature. 

(A) Choose the correct answer from a,b,cor d:  
1. When Drayl is in her ……………, she prefers making pottery. 

a. Working time  b. relaxing time   c. spare time d. extra time 

2. Drayl wants to build her own home because she …………. . 

a. Dislike old houses     b. wants people to know her views    

c. cares about the environment   d. can't find one she likes 

(B)  Answer the following question: 

3. In which films has Daryl acted?  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. What sort of clothes does she prefer to wear?  

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. Write words from the text in the meaning of express her opinion. 

........................................................................................................................ 
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(c)Literature 

1.Nove (Jane Eyre) 

Answer the TWO of the following questions: 
1- Jane was mistreated at Lowood school.  Discuss 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why did Jane want to be a governess? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Describe Thornfield. Is it a cozy place? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Comment on ONE of the following: 
1- “We don’t tolerate liars” 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- “unjust! Unjust!” 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Poetry 
Shall I compare thee to summer's day? 

Thou art more lovely and more temperate: 

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 

And summer's lease hath all too short a date: 

(A) Answer two question only: 

1. What is the difference between the Shakespearian sonnet and the Italian sonnet?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………….……………………………………… 

2. Paraphrase the previous lines and pick out two figures of speech. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………  
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3. Can Shakespeare compare his beloved to the summer's day? Why? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

(D)  

Bonus (Why Didn't They Ask Evans?) 

" He must have exchanged them." Comment 

…………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………… 

(E)Writing 

Write not less than 18 lines on the following:  

Describing your stay at a holiday resort. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Answers 

 ENTERPRISE 3 

Units 1,3&4 

Vocabulary 

Choose the correct answers : 

1) John is a --------- boy . 

 a) curly hair        b) haired curly       c)curly-haired d)curly hair 

2) Susan wears glasses------------metal frames. 

b) by                    b)in    c)of                    d)with 

3) Don't believe what he says; he's ---------------- 

 a)dishonest  b)irresponsible      c)immoral           d)illegal 

4) He enjoys -------------- new people. 

 a) meeting  b)meets                 c) to meeting      d) to meet  

5) The eyes are the window of the ------------- 

b) soil                b)sail                      c)sale                  d)soul 

6) Ahmed is -------------and does not change his mind. 

b) shy                 b)stubborn    c)sensitive          d)positive 

7) ------------ people are those who don't like sharing things or spending 

money . 

 a) Self-centered      b)Energetic       c)Mean               d)Decisive 

8) ----------people are those who make decisions quickly. 

 a)Energetic            b)Ambitious       c)Decisive             d)Shy 

 

9) Although they are twins, their --------------- are quite different. 

a)equality               b)quantity           c)characters          d)buildings 
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10)She is very -------------- with strangers – she can't overcome this habit. 

b) shame                b)ashamed          c)shy                   d)shameful 

11) The ------------- of a person's lips can say a lot about them. 

b) shape   b)form                c)formation            d)formula 

12) Suzy has got lips with down ---------corners. This means she is 

generous. 

b) turn                   b)turned             c)turning                d)turns 

13) A 15-------------old boy won the prize. 

  a)-years                 b)-year                c)-year's                   d)years' 

14) You must go on a diet so as not to ---------weight. 

a)win                   b)lose                 c) earn                   d)gain 

15) Her lifestyle is ------------simple. 

a) quite  b) quit                  c) quiet              d) quietly 

16) Many tourists come to Egypt to ………….some sightseeing .  

a) have   b) go            c) make         d) do 

17)I feel ………….. when I watch action movies. 

a) depressed b)thrilled            c) furious            d) annoyed  

18) Travel --------the mind. 

a) broken  b) breaks            c) broadens d) a broad      

19) All work and no play makes Jack a ……………. boy. 

a) good     b) bad                  c) dull                d) lazy 

20) Somebody has  ……………. my camera . 

a) stolen   b) robbed            c) explored         d) appeared 

21) We're staying at a………………. hotel . 

a) friendly   b) quite                c) delicious         d) fabulous 
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22) It's very hot ,let's …………….. for a walk . 

a) do                               b) go      c) take                d) have 

23)She went to the market to …………… some shopping . 

a) do                            b)go                    c) take                  d) have 

24) We enjoyed the ……………. view  from the Eiffel Tower . 

a) colored                       b ) wonderful       c)adventured    d) miserable 

25) He was very poor and led a …………… life. 

a) calm    b) relaxed             c) delightful        d) miserable 

26)We must ……the brakes of the car before we set out on our journey. 

a)try    b)run                      c)taste             d)test 

27)The boy tried to …………… sweets from the corner shop . 

a)rob          b)borrow                c)lend              d)steal 

28)After dinner , I always have a piece of chocolate cake for …………….                            

a)sweet                          b)dessert         c)desert          d)candy 

29)My brother likes driving in ……………. streets . 

a)coward   b)crowd                   c)cloudy       d)crowded 

30)The weather changed …………… the second day of our holiday. 

a)in    b)on                         c)at          d)of 

Rewrite "Vocabulary" 
1) Good mothers take care for their children. They are patient. ( as well ) 
- Good mothers take care for their children, they are patient as well.  
2) He is a man with black hair.                                 (haired ) 
 - He is a black-haired man. 
3) He can take decisions very quickly.                    ( decisive ) 
-He is decisive. 
4) Timmy is a man with one leg.                            (one-legged) 
- Timmy is a one-legged man. 
5) He eats too much, so he will be very fat.     (put on weight) 
- He eats too much, so he will put on weight. 
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer; 

1( I have been at this school since I …………… to Cairo. 

 a) have come  b)came  c)am coming d)was coming 

2) Where is Ahmed? -He………………….an e-mail. 

 a) typed   b)is typing c)have typed d)typing 

3) Mona……………..sleeps early. 

 a) isn’t    b)doesn’t  c)never  d)hasn’t 

4) Ali and Hani …………water sports. 

 a) like    b)likes          c)am liking d)liked 

5) I ……………………..my grandparents. 

a)visit rarely    b)rarely visit c)visit often d)visit never 

6) She …………a letter at the moment. 

 a) is writing               b)writes              c)wrote            d)has written 

7) …………… breakfast every morning?                           

 a) Are you having              b) Had you had           

 c) Have you had              d) Do you have 

8) Listen ! He………………………                                     

a) sing    b)singing             c)is singing d)has sung  

9) It -------in winter. 

a)rain                        b)rains   c)raining            d) is raining  

10) My cousin -------for an international company. 

a) work    b)working            c)works     d) is working 

11) A: What……………?                              B: She's a doctor. 

a) she's doing       b) does she do    c) she does     d) is she doing 
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12). What…………… tomorrow, Ahmed? 

     a) are you doing b) do you do        c) you do         d) you're doing 

13)He's playing in a competition…………… . 

     a) next week b) at weekends    c) everyday      d) on Fridays 

14) Maha and Mahi…………… like going to the cinema at weekends. 

b) aren't            b) doesn't             c) don't       d) isn't 

15) My dad usually……………in dark colours.  

a) dresses  b) dressing           c) dress           d)  is dressing  

16) The man -----------------drove the car was nervous. 

a)who       b)which       c)that         d)whose 

17) Noha hasn’t finished her homework………………… 

a)already  b)just   c)yet   d)ever 

18) This is the most exciting film I have…………seen. 

a)ever   b)never    c)just   d)already 

19) I have been studying English………………….I was young. 

a)for   b)since   c)already        d)just 

20) Have you……ridden a horse? 

a)ever   b)never   c)just    d)already 

21) While I was reading, my mother……………… 

a)cooks   b)is cooking   

c)was cooking       d)had cooked 

22)…………done my homework, I went to bed. 

a)Had    b)Having  c)After  d)Before 

23)…………..lunch, the phone rang. 

a)While   b)When  c)as   d)During 
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24)They haven't seen each other ………….. they left school. 

 a)after    b)since  c)for                d)before 

25) I haven't been to New York…………… three years . 

 a)for    b)since               c)ago               d)after 

26)I've …………… tidied my bedroom.                                  

 a)yet    b)since                c)already   d)ago 

27) My sister has ………….. seen horror films . She can't stand them. 

 a)ever    b)never     c)yet                 d)still 

28)It's the first time I …………… such a bird. 

 a)have been seeing      b) saw                 

 c) have seen           d) see 

29) Look! Someone ……………… that window. 

 a) have broken          b ) has been broking   

 c )has broken                   d) hasn't broken 

30) My mother is making sandwiches. She …………bread all morning. 

 a) has cut                  b) has been cutting       

 c) hasn't cut            d ) was cut  

31)I ……………… my friend for ages. 

 a) didn't see                b) haven't seen          

 c) haven't been seeing      d ) am not seeing 

32) She has never ……………… to school by scooter before. 

b) come                       b) been coming     

c) came            d) coming    

33) The forest fire ……….for three weeks now. We need a lot of rain to put 
them out. 

  a)has burnt                    b ) have burnt            
 c)have been burning   d) has been burning 
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34) We ……………… Susan for years. 

 a)'ve been known          b) know                       

c) 've known                d) knew 

35) Ouch! I …………… my finger. 

 a)'ve cut                     b) have been cutting       

c)will cut                    d) don't cut 

36) Hesham ………… in a band since 2001. 

  a)is playing                b) has been playing          

c) was playing           d) plays 

37) I ……………… my aunt six times this year. 

  a)have visited   b) have been visiting      

c) was visiting           d) visit 

38) Are they not there yet? They ……………… for hours. 

a) walked    b)have been walking                

c)have walked             d)were walking 

39) Shakespeare …………. a lot of plays. 

a) writes    b) is writing                       

c) wrote    d)has written 

40) It was ……………a nice dress that I decided to buy it. 

a) so                   b)such                   c)no           d) too 

41) ……….French language is fascinating. 

      a) no article         b)a                         c)The     d)an 

42)They were such………….people that we all felt sorry to see them go. 

a)friends                 b)friend                   c) friendly     d)friendship 
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42)..................River Thames runs through London. 

 a)A   b)No article  c)The d)An 

43)I went to..............hospital last week to visit my uncle. 

 a)a   b)an    c)the  d)no article 

44)Does your name start with...........’F’? 

 a)the   b)an    c)a  d)no article 

45)I always listen to............radio while driving. 

 a)the   b)an    a)a  d)no article 

Rewrite the following sentences using giving the same meaning: 

1. I hate wearing suits.                                                   (like) 

I don't like wearing suits. 

2. Shaimaa never dresses in dark clothes.                    (doesn't) 

Shaimaa doesn't dress in dark clothes. 

3. Amal doesn't like to make her bed.                          (stand) 

Amal can't stand making her bed. 

4. A mechanic usually wears overalls to keep clean.           ( habit ) 

It is the mechanic's habit to wear overalls to keep clean. 

5. What is Adel's job?                                                          (does) 

What does Adel do? 

6. Kareem is never on time for work.                                   (always) 

Kareem is always late for work. 

7. He began writing a story six months ago, and he hasn't finished it. (for)  

He has been writing a story for 6 months. 

8. Soha last ate fish when she was in Port Said.       (Soha hasn't…)  

Soha hasn't eaten fish since she was in Port Said. 
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9. Ali lives in Alexandria. He moved there eight years ago.       (for) 

Ali has been living in Alexandria for 8 years.  

10. He started playing tennis at 5 o'clock, and he is still playing it.  (since) 

He has been playing tennis since 5 o' clock. 

11. It's the first time I've ever eaten fish.                        (never….) 

I've never eaten fish before. 

12. She started to watch TV two hours ago, and she is still watching it. (for) 

She has been watching TV for two hours. 

13. I know Sami. I met her when I started primary school.  (since) 

I've known Sami since I started primary school. 

14. I last swam in the sea when I was in Alexandria.          (since) 

I haven't swum in the sea since I was in Alexandria. 

15. It's long time since she read the paper.                        (for) 

She hasn't read the paper for a long time  

16.Mazen is still decorating the flat.     ( yet ) 

Mazen hasn’t finished decorating the flat yet. 

17. My father came a moment ago.     ( just ) 

My father has just come. 

18. Maher does not sleep early.      ( never ) 

Maher never sleeps early. 

19. I last saw my grandfather a week ago.    ( for) 

I haven’t seen my grandfather for a week. 

20. I have been in this flat for six years.    ( ago ) 

I came to this flat six years ago. 

21. Nabil has lived in Maadi for 6 years.    ( since ) 

It’s six years since he came to live in Maadi. 

It has been six years since he came to live in Maadi. 
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22. While I was drinking tea, the phone rang.   ( when ) 

I was drinking tea when the phone rang. 

23. I fell asleep while I was watching the match.   ( during) 

I fell asleep during the match. 

24. It is his habit to drink tea in the evening.   ( usually) 

He usually drinks tea in the evening. 

25. Nada has been at this school since 2007.   ( for ) 

Nada has been at this school for 10 years. 

26. I last played volleyball a month ago.    ( for ) 

I haven’t played volleyball for a month. 

27. My team won two matches.                                ( so far) 

     My team has won two matches so far. 

28. I can help you mum. I finished all my homework.             (just) 

     I can help you mum. I have just finished all my homework. 

29. I told the police that I wasn't there when the accident happened.(while) 

    I told the police that the accident happened while I was away. 

30. During climbing the mountain, I encountered a strange animal.   (when) 

    I was climbing the mountain when I encountered a strange animal. 
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NOVEL 

Jane Eyre 

From chapter 1 to 3 

2) Questions with model answers: 

1.John was a source of troubles for Jane at her aunt’s house. 

Explain. 

- John was horrible to Jane. He hurt and bullied her every time he 

saw her. Every nerve in her body feared him. She had no one to 

defend her. The servants said nothing because they did not want to 

offend their master and her aunt was blind and deaf to what he did 

even though she saw him hit her. 

2-“You should be out on the streets, not living with a gentleman’s 

children like us,” These words reflect a kind of oppression that 

Jane suffered in her life. Illustrate. 

- Because Jane Eyre was an orphan, she was sent to live in her 

uncle’s house. Before his death he made her aunt promise to look 

after her as one of her children but she was treated so badly. All the 

time she was reminded that she was paid for her living, eating and 

wearing clothes. As a result of that she was treated as a servant not 

as an equivalent to her cousins. The thing that made her feel with a 

kind of oppression. 
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3-What was the effect of the red room on Jane when her aunt 

ordered her to be locked in it? 

- The red room was one of the largest rooms in Mrs. Reed’s house. It 

was almost never used. Hardly anyone went into the room except 

some of the servants to clean. Jane knew exactly that her uncle died 

in this room and his body was laid in its coffin on the same bed. 

Because all of that Jane started to have horror imaginations as 

looking at her reflection in the mirror, imagining the ghost of her uncle 

coming, hearing a sound like wings beating and seeing the moonlit 

from the garden. She started screaming and shouting but her aunt 

refused to set her free so she felt unconscious. 

4-“Unjust, Unjust. ”Comment. 

- These words were said by Jane Eyre when her aunt locked her in the 

red room. Jane started to think about everything happened in her life 

starting from her parent’s death till the moment before sending her to 

that room. At that time she felt with injustice. The violent cruelty of 

John, his sisters’ selfishness, her aunt’s coldness towards her and 

the servants never defending her, were all too much for her. 

5- Sometimes the people around you succeed in convincing you 

that you are wicked although you aren’t. Illustrate referring to Jane 

Eyre. 

- When Jane was locked into the red room she stared to think and 

ask herself many questions like why she had to suffer in that way, 

why she was treated in that bad way and why…….. .Lots of 

questions pushed her to ask herself if she was a bad girl or not. 
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She thought that she might be wicked as they said and that was 

the reason beyond treating her on that way or they didn’t love her 

because she was unlovable. Of course she was wrong because 

they succeeded in convincing her of that but the truth was that she 

was oppressed by her aunt, her cousins and even the servants. 

And she was an honest and a kind girl the thing that would appear 

clearly afterwards in her life. 

6- “Stop this repulsive nonsense.” Comment referring to the 

character of the speaker. 

- Mrs. Reed said these words to Jane when Jane begged her to set 

her free from the red room but her aunt refused ignoring her 

anguish and terrible sobs, pushing her back into the room and 

locked the door. As a result Jane felt unconscious. That situation 

reflected the cruelty of her aunt who was se insensible. 

7- Strangers were so sensible to Jane more than her relatives. 

Explain. 

- Jane’s aunt accepted to send her to a boarding school very far 

away from her house in winter neglecting her young age and weak 

body, leaving her with strangers to travel fifty miles that Jane was 

terrified of kidnappers. At school Jane found sensible teachers who 

treated her in a lovely and a kindly way. Even when her aunt told 

Mr. Brocklehurst that she was liar and deceitful Mrs. Temple, her 

teacher, approved that she wasn’t and told everyone at school that 

she was innocent and oppressed. 
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8- In her young age, Jane knew that people sometimes said things 

and did another. Comment. 

- At school Mr. Brocklehurst told the teachers that he didn’t want 

children to become used to a life of luxury and that he wanted 

them to become tough and patient to be able to enter the kingdom 

of God. When he saw girls with plaits, he insisted to cut their hair 

because they must stand before God clothed in humility. At the 

same time three ladies arrived at school. They were dressed in 

very fine clothes with decorated hats and they had cascades of 

ringlets. Those were Mrs. Brocklehurst and her two daughters. As 

a result of that Jane knew that people said things and did another. 

9-Charlotte Bronte wanted to attract our attention towards the ways 

boarding schools had to treat children mentally and 

physiologically. Illustrate. 

- Charlotte Bronte through Jane wanted to say that life was certainly 

hard at boarding schools. Several mornings the water was even 

frozen in the wash basin. No enough food or enough clothes, no 

medical care and as a result of that lots of girls died from typhus. 

10-“I have come to see you Helen,” comment referring to a part of 

the speaker’s character. 

- These words were said by Jane to her friend Helen. Jane knew 

from the servants that Helen was so ill and she would not last till 

tomorrow. Jane was horrified at what she heard so she went 

secretly to her friend’s room finding her lying on the bed. Jane 

wanted to be a comfort to her. In the morning Miss Temple found 

her asleep with her arm around her friend who died in the night. 
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That situation reflected the kindness part in Jane’s character. 

Although Jane had lots of hard times in her childhood the matter 

that would change her character to the worst, she kept herself 

kind, calm and patient without being affected by these 

circumstances in a bad way. 

11- “Let me look at you, Jane well. You have become quite a lady” 

- Bessie said that to Jane at Lowood School. Bessie had come to 

the school to see Jane when she heard that Jane was leaving. 

   12- Why did Jane want to be a governess? 

- Because her best friend, Mrs Temple was going to leave the 

school to start a new life which had given her the freedom to think 

differently about her own future. 

    14- Describe Thorn field. Is it a cosy place? 
- The house was lovely. It was surrounded by a rather wild garden 

and there was a line of ancient thorn trees that might have given 

the place its name. In the distance, there were hills and a few 

houses with the church quite close by.. 

     15- There was a social development of Jane’s life in this chapter.  
             Discuss 

- As she had grown up, became a teacher at Lowood School then a 

governess. 

   16- “Help me back on my horse” Comment 
- Mr. Rochester said these words to Jane. When she was going 

back home, she found a big dog followed by a man on a horse. 

The horse slipped, the man fell to the ground. He was in pain. 

When Jane offered to help him, he asked her to help him back on 

the horse. 
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Poetry 

Sonnet 18 

                                              By: William Shakespeare 

2. Give a brief account of William Shakespeare. 

Answer: He was born in Stratford in 1564 & died in the same city in 1616 

-he had two daughters & a son 

-he was a writer & an actor 

-in his lifetime, he wrote 31 plays & 154 sonnets. 

-his plays were box-office successes & they live equally well on stage and 

on a book-shelf 

-he was not of an age, but for all time. 

2. What is a sonnet? 

Answer: It's a poem of 14 lines which carries one personal idea; it could 

be Italian "8 + 6 lines" "on octet + a sestet" or Shakespearian "3 quatrains 

+ a couplet". 

3. What is the Shakespearian sonnet? 

Answer:  3. It's a poem of 14 lines. It's divided three quatrains & a couplet. 

I carries a personal idea. 

4. How is the Shakespearian sonnet different from the Italian sonnet? 

Answer: The Italian sonnet consists of "an octet and a sestet" but the 

Shakespearian sonnet consists of "3 quatrains + a couplet" 

5. What is the theme of the first quatrain? Paraphrase it? 

Answer: 

Verse 1-Shakespeare starts his sonnet with a tentative question that 

carries the main idea: Can I compare you to the summer's day? 
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Verse 2-The second verse carries the direct answer: [No, I can't because] 

you are more lovely and more sweet tempered- here Shakespeare uses 

the summer metaphorically to describe his beloved's beauty. Then he 

starts giving us reasons for his negative answer; 

Verse 3 – summer is sometimes very windy & it shakes the tiny buds violently 

Verse 4- summer is of a short duration 

6- What is the theme of the second quatrain? 

Answer:  It's about the bad things in summer. 

Verse 5- the sun in summer is very hot 

Verse 6- sometimes the sky is cloudy 

Verse 7- It's fact that every beautiful thing at a certain point will stop being 

beautiful 

Verse  8- by accident or naturally by time and death 

7-What is the theme of the third quatrain? Paraphrase it. 

Answer: His beloved beauty is eternal. 

Verse 9 + 10 - but his beloved's youth and beauty will be everlasting as 

he's sure that his beloved will always be beautiful and never be affected by 

the old age 

Verse 11 + 12 - even death will fail to put her in its dark shadow 

8-.What is the function of the couplet? 

Answer: The couplet summarizes the whole idea of the sonnet. 

9-What is the theme of the couplet? Paraphrase it. 

Answer: that his beloved will live in his poetry. 

10- What is the meter of the poem? 

Answer: It’s is the iambic pentameter "a five beat line" 
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11- In this poem Shakespeare says that: poetry defeats time & death. 

Illustrate! 

Answer: He says that his beloved will be away from the shadow of death, 

she'll be always in his poems. He said also in the couplet that as long as 

men can breathe and eyes can see ..this sonnet will give life to his 

beloved. “ so long as men can breath, and eyes can see, 

so long lives this and this gives life to thee” 

12- What are the sound devices in this poem? 

Answer: Alliteration: this/ thee  - lives/ life [verse 14] ……etc 

Repetition: more [verse 2] – fair [verse 7] – can [verse 13] ….etc 

Consonance: [nor/ fair] ….etc( Sound Devices create internal music ) 

13- Where is the main idea focused in sonnet18 and how is it 

developed? 

Answer: It's focused on the first verse: 

"Shall I compare thee to the summer's day?" 

In the second verse, he answered the question negatively. 

In the following lines he gave reasons for his answer. 

14-Quote the lines from sonnet 18 that show the negative points that 

made the poet reject the idea of comparing his beloved to the 

summer's day and comment on them. 

Answer: 

“Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 

And summer's lease hath all too short a date: 

Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, 

And often is his gold complexion dimm'd, 
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And every fair from fair sometime declines,” 

+ the paraphrase of the verse 3-4-5-6 

15- What are the figures of speech in sonnet 18? 

Answer: 

Repetition: (more/ more - fair/ fair - can/ can – so long/ so long – this/ this) 

Consonance:    winds/ buds – lives/ gives 

Alliteration: this/ thee  - lives/ life [verse 14] ……etc 

Personification:   (eye of heaven  = sun/gold complexion  = cloudy /           

death brag thou) = control 

Equation and metaphor:        (they eternal summer) = youth 

16-What's an octet, a sestet, a quatrain and a couplet? 

Answer:  The Italian sonnet consists of "an octet = 8 lines and a sestet = 6 

lines" but the Shakespearian sonnet consists of "3 quatrains = 4 lines + a 

couplet = 2 lines" 

 

 


